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Critical moment for democracy in Honduras
Thomas C. Fox | Aug. 28, 2009 NCR Today
The State Department signaled Thursday the Obama administration is ready to take tougher action against the
defacto leadership in Honduras because of the political impasse over President Manuel Zelaya's ouster in June.
The Associated Press has reported that Washington officials say Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is expected
to make a formal determination as early as today that the ouster of Mr. Zelaya was an extra-legal coup, action
that would set in motion deep cuts in U.S. aid, and other steps against the interim government.
Echoing this new development, Eric LeCompte, National Organizer for the School of the Americas Watch today
send out this email:
Earlier this week, the SOA graduate-backed Honduran military coup regime refused all diplomatic
options to return democracy. The U.S. State Department responded by asserting that visas to Hondurans
would no longer be granted under the coup. Late yesterday State Department officials made it clear that
they are considering legally defining the situation as a "military coup." This would create an automatic
cut-off of all remaining aid to Honduras. The coup regime immediately responded by saying that they
would allow the rightful President Zelaya to return with amnesty, but not as president. Clearly the coup
leaders are caving to the pressure. We need you to act now to return democracy to Honduras. Please make
two very important phone calls this morning!
1.) Call the State Department at 202-647-5171 or 1-800-877-8339 and ask for Secretary Clinton. Deliver
the following message: "Legally define the de facto regime in Honduras as a military coup and cut off all
aid to Honduras until President Zelaya is unconditionally reinstated."
2.) Call the White House at 202-456-1111 and repeat the same message "Legally define the de facto
regime in Honduras as a military coup and cut off all aid to Honduras until President Zelaya is
unconditionally reinstated."
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